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information on the history of northeastern
Africa because the fauna is composed of different elements with different histories that
cannot be shown in a single area cladogram.
An analysis of the biotic elements is a more
appropriate rst step toward understanding
the genesis of composite biotas.
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In the total evidence approach to systematics, all characters and taxa are merged in
a single “supermatrix,” and the data are
analyzed simultaneously (Miyamoto, 1985;
Kluge, 1989; Nixon and Carpenter, 1996).
Recently, however, a plea has been made

for the use of “supertrees” in systematics (Sanderson et al., 1998). In this framework, individual characters are not interpreted as phylogenetic evidence. Instead,
topologies supported by different published
studies, that is, source trees, are encoded into
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a matrix and used to reconstruct the evolutionary history of a particular group (Baum,
1992; Ragan, 1992; Purvis, 1995b). Such supertrees are considered by some to be excellent summaries of past research and useful frameworks for comparative biologists
(Purvis, 1995a; Bininda-Emonds et al., 1999;
Liu et al., 2001), but if supertrees are intended
to be meaningful phylogenetic tools, the underlying support for these topologies should
be accountable. We investigated the consistent support for a monophyletic Artiodactyla
(antelopes, pigs, hippos, camels, and close
relatives) to the exclusion of Cetacea (whales)
in a recent supertree analysis (Liu et al., 2001).
We then compared this topological support to
the strongly conicting character support in
a supermatrix analysis of Paraxonia (Artiodactyla C Cetacea) and reconciled the apparently paradoxical conclusions of these two
studies.
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B ACKGROUND
The Artiodactyla historically has been recognized as a monophyletic group based
on a small suite of apparently conservative
morphological synapomorphies, such as a
double-trochleated astragalus and trilobed
deciduous lower fourth premolars (Luckett
and Hong, 1998). In the past 10 years, a cascade of studies has challenged the traditional
view. For example, the supermatrix compiled
by Gatesy et al. (1999) contained 3 mitochondrial (mt) gene sequences, 7 nuclear (nu)
gene sequences, 5 nu protein sequences, insertions of transposons at 9 loci, and 116 morphological characters; the shortest tree that
included a monophyletic Artiodactyla was
125 steps longer than the minimum length
(Fig. 1a). The supermatrices of Arnason et al.
(2000; 12 mt genes), Matthee et al. (2001; 8 nu
genes and 1 mt gene), and Murphy et al.
(2001, 15 nu genes and 3 mt genes) gave

FIGURE 1. Phylogenetic relationships of paraxonians based on explicit character data (a–e) and a combined
supertree analysis (f ). Data sets are those of Gatesy et al. (1999) (a), Arnason et al. (2000) (b), Matthee et al. (2001) (c),
Murphy et al. (2001) (d), Nikaido et al. (1999; also see Hillis, 1999) (e), and Liu et al. (2001) (f ). A = artiodactyl subtaxa.
Parsimony bootstrap percentages (Felsenstein, 1985) are shown above internodes for character-based studies. A
monophyletic Artiodactyla and two other clades in the supertree (f ) are inconsistent with the character-based
studies (a–e). Circles at internal nodes mark these clades.
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similar results (Figs. 1b–d). Each of these
large combined data sets included >7,000
characters and robustly supported a paraphyletic Artiodactyla with hippopotamid artiodactylans grouping closer to Cetacea than
to ruminant, suine, and camelid artiodactylans (Ruminantia, Suina, and Camelidae,
respectively; Fig. 1). Additional combined
analyses (Graur and Higgins, 1994; Montgelard et al., 1997; Gatesy, 1998; Madsen
et al., 2001; O‚Leary, 2001) and specic insertions of transposons (Fig. 1e; Nikaido
et al., 1999) also did not support artiodactyl
monophyly.
In contrast to these studies, Liu et al. (2001)
utilized supertree methods in an analysis of
mammalian phylogeny. Four hundred thirty
phylogenetic trees from 315 systematic studies were recoded as nodal characters and
used to construct a supertree, employing
the matrix representation with parsimony
method (MRP; Baum, 1992; Ragan, 1992). In
part, results from this analysis were consistent with previous supermatrix studies, but
there were some controversial discrepancies.
For example, monophyly of Artiodactyla
was favored by the supertree data set over
a range of weighting schemes (“large” data
sets weighted from one to four times “small”
data sets), and two artiodactyl subclades
that have never been endorsed seriously by
previous authors were resolved by the giant analysis (Fig. 1f ). The 89 morphological source trees in the supertree data set
overwhelmingly supported a monophyletic
Artiodactyla (Liu et al., 2001).
The supertree results of Liu et al. (2001)
contradicted every modern supermatrix analysis of paraxonian phylogeny
(Figs. 1a–d), and the robustness of support
for a monophyletic Artiodactyla did not
seem to be consistent with the limited
number of actual characters that have been
forwarded as synapomorphies for this
group (Prothero, 1993; Luckett and Hong,
1998; O‚Leary and Geisler, 1999; Thewissen
and Madar, 1999; Geisler, 2001). These
discrepancies may be due to the many more
data sets accounted for in this supertree
analysis relative to past supermatrix studies.
Alternatively, the support for Artiodactyla
in the study of Liu et al. could be the result
of problems in their supertree analysis
(Springer and DeJong, 2001).
Previously published mammalian supertrees (Purvis, 1995a; Bininda-Emonds
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et al., 1999) have been the basis for a variety
of subsequent evolutionary studies (e.g.,
Purvis et al., 1995; Blackburn et al., 1997;
Purvis and Bromham, 1997; Gittleman
and Purvis, 1998; Woodroffe and Ginsberg,
1998). Likewise, the supertree of Liu et al.
(2001) is the most comprehensive phylogenetic analysis of eutherian mammals at the
family level and undoubtedly will be utilized
in future comparative studies, so it is important to determine whether this topology
has a sound empirical basis. Artiodactylans
and close relatives are exceptionally well
characterized for diverse character systems
(Graur and Higgins, 1994; Montgelard et al.,
1997; Gatesy, 1998; Luckett and Hong, 1998;
Messenger and McGuire, 1998; O’Leary and
Geisler, 1999; Nikaido et al., 1999; Thewissen
and Madar, 1999; Arnason et al., 2000;
Geisler, 2001; Langer, 2001; Madsen et al.,
2001; Matthee et al., 2001; Murphy et al.,
2001). We therefore examined the MRP
support for artiodactyl relationships in the
supertree data set of Liu et al. (2001), and
compared this evidence to actual character
support in an extensive supermatrix of
eutherian mammals that included 75 taxa
and >37,000 characters.
P ARSIMONY ANALYSIS OF THE S UPERTREE
D ATA S ET
The supertree data set of Liu et al. (2001)
was reanalyzed using PAUP¤ (Swofford,
1998). All 91 operational taxonomic units
(OTUs) were included, and the parsimony
search was heuristic with 1,000 random
taxon addition replicates, TBR branch swapping, the amb- option in effect, all characters unordered, and all character transformations equally weighted. The strict
consensus of optimal trees (minimum
length D 2,929 steps) was consistent with the
results reported by Liu et al. (2001) (Fig. 2).
Branch support (Bremer, 1994) for a monophyletic Artiodactyla was 13, estimated using the “constraints” command of PAUP¤ .
Artiodactyla was favored even when nodes
derived from “large” data sets, as dened by
Liu et al. were weighted ve times more than
nodes derived from “small” data sets. Source
trees that supported artiodactyl monophyly
in the equally weighted analysis were
identied with the “list of apomorphies”
command of PAUP¤ . Thirty-three nodal
characters from 30 source trees provided
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FIGURE 2. Strict consensus of 234 trees (minimum length D 2,929) derived from equally weighted analysis of the
supertree data set (Liu et al., 2001). The taxonomic distribution of nodal characters that provided unambiguously
optimized synapomorphies for Artiodactyla is shown (character states D x and o; missing D no state). Numbering
of nodal characters is as for Liu et al. (2001). Branch support scores (Bremer, 1994) for four artiodactyl clades that
contradicted supermatrix results are below internodes. The costs in extra character steps required to recover each
of these clades in the supermatrix analysis (Fig. 4) are above internodes. Artiodactyl families (A) are indicated,
and higher level taxa are shown at internodes. See Liu et al. (2001) for identities of all OTUs. Branch lengths are
not proportional to the numbers of character changes. When dubious nodal characters were deleted (characters
76, 158, 222, 515, 825, 837, 843, 949, 966, 1149, 1211, 1402, 1447, 1448, 1500, 1507, 1508, 1532, 1556, 1573, 1577, 1578,
1601, 1628, 1734, 1769, 1802, 1825, 1865, and 1879 were based on reviews, assumptions of monophyly, redundancies,
and poorly justied source trees; see Fig. 3), the supertree data set supported Hippopotamidae C Cetacea and
Hippopotamidae C Ruminantia C Cetacea instead of artiodactyl monophyly.

unequivocally optimized synapomorphies
for Artiodactyla (Fig. 2).
P ROBLEMS IN THE S UPERTREE D ATA S ET
Duplication of Character Evidence
Although Liu et al. (2001) noted that
“. . . redundancy and nonindependence were

lessened as the 430 source trees were compiled for supertree analysis” (p. 1789), their
supermatrix remained highly redundant.
Extensive duplications of morphological
characters and of certain amino acid sequences were present (red, brown, and
blue interconnections, Fig. 3). For example,
beta-hemoglobin sequences were used to
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FIGURE 3. A summary of some character overlaps and appeals to authority in the 30 data sets that supported artiodactyl monophyly in the supertree analysis. Thirty-three
nodal characters that supported the Artiodactyla are shown. Red lines connect molecular data sets that share characters, blue lines connect morphological matrices that share
characters, brown lines connect combined morphological/molecular data sets to overlapping data sets, green lines connect reviews to studies referenced in these reviews,
purple lines connect composite trees to studies that were in part the basis of these composite trees, and pink lines connect reviews that shared common references that were
not coded as nodal characters in the supertree analysis. Blue dots D source trees that assumed artiodactyl monophyly; orange dots D source trees that were poorly justied;
yellow dots D composite source trees; pink dots D source trees that were reviews; green dots D miscoded source trees. For each source tree, the following information
is given: authors, publication date, reference number (r) and character number (c) from Liu et al. (2001), and characters that were the basis of the analysis (composite D
composite topology based on previously published trees; review D topology based on review of previously published analyses).
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construct 6 of the 30 source trees that supported a monophyletic Artiodactyla (Fig. 3).
Each of these six source trees was coded as
a separate nodal character in the supertree
analysis. The morphological character matrix of Novacek (1994) was basically
duplicated in three of the source trees that
supported Artiodactyla and was partially
reproduced in another data set (Shoshani
and McKenna, 1998). The analysis of 41 ribonuclease sequences by Fitch and Beintema
(1990) was nearly identical to the analysis
of 39 sequences by Beintema et al. (1988). In
turn, these ribonuclease data sets broadly
overlapped with two tandem protein alignments (Miyamoto and Goodman, 1986;
Czelusniak et al., 1990; Fig. 3).
The combined data sets of Miyamoto and
Goodman (1986) and Czelusniak et al. (1990)
included evidence from seven and eight proteins, respectively. These and other large matrices were given a high weight in some
analyses by Liu et al. (2001). “This weighting strategy was based on recent empirical and theoretical work in support of the
greater power and accuracy of multiple data
sets and increased character and taxon sampling in phylogenetic estimation” (Liu et al.,
2001, p. 1786). The seven protein sequences
in Miyamoto and Goodman (1986), however, were all utilized in the analysis of
Czelusniak et al. (1990), and both of these
tandem alignments overlapped, at least partially, with nine other data sets that supported Artiodactyla in the supertree analysis
(Fig. 3). Upweighting such nonindependent,
large data sets only compounded the problem of character redundancy in the supertree
data set.
Appeals to Authority
Many of the source trees that supported
Artiodactyla in the supertree analysis were
simply appeals to authority. An appeal to authority was dened here in three ways.
Studies in which the original author of
a source tree assumed that Artiodactyla was
monophyletic.—For example, Wyss et al.
(1987) examined relationships among extant
placental orders. To streamline their analysis, they constrained the monophyly of
Artiodactyla, which at the time was not
particularly controversial. Liu et al. (2001)
translated this assumption into their supertree data set by coding all nine artiodactyl families as composing a monophyletic
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group (Figs. 2 and 3), even though four of
these nine artiodactyl taxa were not included in the analysis of Wyss et al. (1987).
Such appeals to authority applied to 11 of
the nodal characters that supported artiodactyl monophyly (blue dots, Fig. 3). Liu
et al. (2001) realized that these appeals to authority hindered their analysis but rationalized that assumptions of monophyly were
“much less of an issue for the molecular
support, because only six of its 314 source
phylogenies were based on interfamilial operational taxonomic units” (p. 1789).
Three molecular source trees that supported Artiodactyla in the supertree analysis assumed Artiodactyla was monophyletic
a priori, and two other molecular parsimony
analyses, coded by Liu et al. as supporting
Artiodactyla, recovered equally short trees
that contradicted artiodactyl monophyly
(Goodman et al., 1982; Czelusniak et al., 1990;
Fig. 3).
Composite trees pieced together by researchers
based on results from previously published
studies.—These composite trees were supertrees but were not assembled according
to specic rules (e.g., the strict supertree
method or MRP; see Sanderson et al., 1998).
Three appeals to authority of this type supported Artiodactyla in the supertree data set
(yellow dots, Fig. 3), and each of these composite trees used reviews as their basis for
artiodactyl monophyly (purple connections,
Fig. 3).
Reviews of previous studies.—Such reviews
(pink dots, Fig. 3) presented no new data
or analyses and essentially summarized
the opinions of inuential mammalogists
based on previously published studies. In
four cases, reviews coded as independent
nodal characters by Liu et al. (2001) might
be considered both appeals to authority and
duplications of evidence. These reviewers
(Janis, 1988; Novacek, 1992; Milinkovitch
and Thewissen, 1997; DeJong, 1998) cited
other source trees in the supertree data
set that supported artiodactyl monophyly
(green connections, Fig. 3). One reviewer
(Novacek, 1992) cited ve studies in the
supertree data set, and these ve studies in
turn shared character data with six other
source trees that supported Artiodactyla
(Fig. 3). Another set of reviews (Janis, 1988;
Novacek, 1992; Prothero, 1993; Milinkovitch
and Thewissen, 1997) had overlapping
references (pink connections, Fig. 3), but
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these common references (Schaeffer, 1947;
Prothero et al., 1988) were not included as
characters in the supertree data set.
Poorly Justied Source Trees
Several of the source trees that supported
Artiodactyla in the supertree analysis were
poorly justied. Four of these trees were
based on character data from more than 30
taxa, but the original authors did not execute rigorous tree searches. Data sets were
analyzed by hand and by eye without the
aid of computer programs. This situation
was prevalent in some of the older studies that did not even include explicit character matrices. Another problematic study
(Thewissen and Madar, 1999) included putative anklebones from fossil whales that
were misidentied (see Thewissen et al.,
2001). Thus, ve of the nodal characters that
supported artiodactyl monophyly were derived from dubious source trees (orange dots,
Fig. 3).
Miscoding of Source Trees
Two characters that supported artiodactyl
monophyly in the supertree analysis were
miscoded. When recoded, these nodal characters did not provide unequivocal support
for Artiodactyla (green dots, Fig. 3).
Misinterpretation of Relative Support
in Different Data Sets
Many nodes supported by different published data sets were treated as if they
were equally well supported in the supertree
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study of Liu et al. (2001). For example, the
grouping of Suidae, Hippopotamidae, and
Camelidae favored by the beta-hemoglobin
data set analyzed by Gatesy et al. (1999)
(character 409, Fig. 2) had a branch support
score of 1 and a bootstrap (Felsenstein, 1985)
value of 46%. In the supertee analysis of
Liu et al. this weakly supported node was
given the same weight as robustly supported
contradictory nodes from other published
analyses (e.g., Cetacea C Hippopotamidae C
Ruminantia; branch support D 5, bootstrap D
97%; based on gamma-brinogen sequences
of Gatesy, 1997). It is impossible to translate accurately the relative character support
from different source trees into a supertree
data set (Purvis, 1995b; Ronquist, 1996;
Bininda-Emonds and Bryant, 1998; BinindaEmonds et al., 1999). Weighting nodal characters according to branch support scores, relative bootstrap percentages, or branch lengths
in the original source trees (see Sanderson
et al., 1998) is not a perfect solution to this
problem because hidden character support
in different data sets that emerges in supermatrix analysis (Barrett et al., 1991) is ignored
in a supertree analysis (Pisani and Wilkinson,
2002).
S UPERMATRIX ANALYS IS OF PARAXONIA
All 33 nodal characters of Liu et al. (2001)
that supported a monophyletic Artiodactyla
were appeals to authority, duplications of
data, miscodings, or derivatives of poorly
justied source trees (Fig. 3). To determine
how this information compared to evidence

FIGURE 4. Minimum length topology of 67,357 steps supported by parsimony analysis of the supermatrix with
all characters unordered. Operational taxonomic units (OTUs) are shown to the right. Higher level taxa are in
capitals and are delimited by brackets to the right of OTUs. Families of ruminant artiodactylans (A-R), families
of suine artiodactylans (A-S), other families of artiodactylans (A), families of cetaceans (C), and outgroup taxa to
Paraxonia (O) are indicated. Data sets are shown at the top of the gure. Taxa that were sampled for these data sets
are indicated by colored circles (yellow D morphology; red D transposons; green D nu amino acid sequences; blue D
nu DNA sequences; purple D mt DNA sequences), and missing data in the supermatrix are colored beige. Branch
support scores (Bremer, 1994) for relationships among paraxonian families are above internodes. One thousand
random taxon addition replicates were utilized in each constrained heuristic search, but given the complexity of
the supermatrix data set these branch support scores may be lower than indicated. Bootstrap values that were
>69% are indicated below internodes (7 D 70–79%; 8 D 80–89%; 9 D 90–99%; 10 D 100%). One thousand bootstrap
replicates were generated using heuristic searches of informative characters with simple taxon addition and tree
bisection-reconnection branch swapping (Swofford, 1998). The statistical assumptions of the bootstrap (Felsenstein,
1985) were violated by the supermatrix data set. Black circles mark clades that were inconsistent with the supertree
analysis of Liu et al. (2001). Taxonomic exemplars for higher level groups that were assumed to be monophyletic are
given at the Systematic Biology web site. The tree is rooted according to the hypotheses of Liu et al. (2001), Madsen
et al. (2001), and Murphy et al. (2001). When some morphological characters were ordered as prescribed by Geisler
(2001), the same minimum length topology was supported. Branch lengths are not proportional to the number of
character changes.
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for or against artiodactyl monophyly in supermatrices, we analyzed a revised version
of the WHIPPO-2 data set from Gatesy et al.
(1999). The original supermatrix included
character data from three mt genes and
seven nu genes. This data set was augmented by the addition of morphological
evidence (Messenger and McGuire, 1998;
Geisler, 2001; Langer, 2001), retropositional
insertions (Shimamura et al., 1997; Nikaido
et al., 1999; 2001), 12 mt genes, segments of
24 nu genes, amino acid sequences from 5 nu
proteins, and additional DNA sequence data
for mt cytochrome b, mt 12S ribosomal DNA
(rDNA), nu vWF, and nu IRBP. Sequence
data were downloaded from NCBI or were
from published alignments (Gatesy et al.,
1999; Madsen et al., 2001; Matthee et al.,
2001; Murphy et al., 2001).
Mitochondrial cytochrome b sequences
were available for all 75 OTUs in the supermatrix, and 12S rDNA sequences were
published for 73 of these taxa. Each OTU
shared at least some characters with every
other OTU in the data set and had sequence
data for minimally three genes/gene products (Fig. 4). Liu et al. (2001) included 91
taxa in their supertree data set and implicitly assumed that each of these OTUs was
monophyletic. For our supermatrix, we did
not make assumptions of monophyly that extended to higher taxonomic levels than those
of the 91 OTUs considered monophyletic by
Liu et al. (see Fig. 4). The artiodactyl supermatrix (SuperArtio-1.dat) is available at
the Systematic Biology web site (Systematic
biology.org/info/issues.html).
There were extensive missing data in our
supermatrix (Fig. 4). In parsimony analysis, these missing data might make long
branch attraction effects more pronounced
(e.g., Halanych, 1998). In maximum likelihood and phenetic analyses, extensive missing data can impact parameters that are
based on summations of all characters (i.e.,
branch lengths, nucleotide composition biases, corrected distances between taxa, etc.).
In turn, such parameters affect the inuence
of all characters in the phylogenetic analysis. In cladistic analyses, missing information for a particular character only affects
the inuence of that character in phylogenetic
analysis. To our knowledge, all previously
published analyses of supermatrices that included morphological characters, molecular information, and extensive missing data
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have utililized a parsimony approach (e.g.,
O’Leary, 2001). We also have chosen to use
standard cladistic methods to search for maximum congruence among diverse characters
(Farris, 1983; Kluge, 1989).
Analysis of the 14,124 informative characters in the supermatrix was as described
above for the supertree data set. Although
the supermatrix was quite large and very incomplete for several component data sets,
our heuristic search with 1,000 random taxon
additions took only »200 min on a 450-MHz
MacIntosh Power PC G4 (128 MB SDRAM).
Perhaps because mt cytochrome b data
linked all included taxa (Bininda-Emonds
and Sanderson, 2001), perceived practical
and analytical limitations (Liu et al., 2001) of
supermatrix studies were avoided. A single
optimal topology of 67,357 steps was recovered (Fig. 4). Cetacea was nested two nodes
within a paraphyletic Artiodactyla, and relationships among Cetacea, Hippopotamidae, Ruminantia, Suina, and Camelidae were
as in the mt genome analysis of Arnason
et al. (2000) (see Fig. 1b). The Camelidae C
Suina clade, which was contradicted by some
previous supermatrix studies (Figs. 1a, 1c,
1d), was very unstable (branch support D 8,
bootstrap D 57%) and collapsed with the
exclusion of all mt DNA data from our
supermatrix.
For the total supermatrix, artiodactyl
monophyly demanded an additional 309
character steps relative to the minimum
length tree and was strongly denied according to a signed-rank test of character
support (two-tailed P < 0:0001; Templeton,
1983). Within a strictly cladistic framework
(Farris, 1983), such statistical tests are difcult to interpret. Nevertheless, in terms of
stability to the addition of new character data
(see Nixon and Carpenter, 1996), artiodactyl
paraphyly is a robust phylogenetic hypothesis. Even if 308 perfectly congruent synapomorphies for Artiodactyla were added to our
supermatrix, the combined data set would
not yield a monophyletic Artiodactyla.
S UPERMATRIX/S UPERTREE I NCONSISTENCIES
Some clades that were overwhelmingly
supported by the supermatrix contradicted
the trees supported by the supertree data
set of Liu et al. (2001). For example, a
sister group relationship between Cetacea
and Hippopotamidae had a branch support
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score of 103 in the supermatrix analysis
(bootstrap D 100%, Fig. 4). In the supertree
analysis, Cetacea was separated from Hippopotamidae by three nodes (Fig. 2), and 13
extra steps were required to join these taxa.
Instead of grouping Hippopotamidae with
Cetacea, the supertree data set linked hippopotamids with ruminant artiodactylans
(Fig. 2). The 13 source trees that provided unequivocal synapomorphies for this unorthodox clade were highly redundant; none were
completely independent in terms of character data. One source tree (Gatesy et al., 1999)
partially overlapped with every other data
set that supported this same node! In the original publications (Gatesy et al., 1996, 1999;
Gatesy, 1997; Shimamura et al., 1997), 9 of the
13 source trees resolved Hippopotamidae C
Ruminantia C Cetacea and not Hippopotamidae C Ruminantia. Hippopotamidae C
Ruminantia C Cetacea was robustly supported by our supermatrix (Fig. 4; branch
support D 97, bootstrap D 100%), but in
the supertree analysis appeals to authority
and character duplications excluded Cetacea
from a position within Artiodactyla (Fig. 3).
Thus, Hippopotamidae C Cetacea and Hippopotamidae C Ruminantia C Cetacea were
not supported; in their place, three clades that
strongly conicted with actual character data
were favored (Fig. 2).
Of eight nodes that dened relationships
among artiodactyl families in the supertree
(Fig. 2), four disagreed with the supermatrix results (Fig. 4). Four hundred seventythree extra character steps were required
from the supermatrix to enforce all of these
topological differences. A 50% match between trees was unimpressive, given the
amounts of data summarized in each of
these large data sets. Such conicts apparently had no empirical basis in the characters and taxa examined, however, and
were quirky epiphenomena of the source
tree miscodings in the supertree data set
(Fig. 3). When problematic and redundant nodal characters that supported artiodactyl monophyly were deleted from the supertree data set, Hippopotamidae C Cetacea
and Hippopotamidae C Ruminantia C
Cetacea were supported (see Fig. 2). Unfortunately, these corrections solved only a fraction of the difculties in the supertree data
set. The paraxonian section of the combined
supertree from Liu et al. (2001) is awed by
the methods employed and should not be
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utilized in future comparative evolutionary
studies.
Inconsistencies in the supertree data set
were not limited to Paraxonia. Duplications
of evidence and other problems may have
skewed other relationships favored by this
data set. For example, the alpha- and betahemoglobin source trees from Wyss et al.
(1987) were both coded as supporting a
grouping of golden moles (Chrysochloridae), tenrecs (Tenrecidae), moles, shrews,
solenodons, and hedgehogs (Insectivora; see
Fig. 2). However, hemoglobins have not
been sequenced from golden moles or tenrecs. Insectivoran monophyly simply was
assumed in this case and in several other
studies coded as supporting this clade. The
beta-hemoglobin sequences of Wyss et al.
(1987) broadly overlapped with the betahemoglobin sequences analyzed by Novacek
(1994), which in turn shared morphological characters with trees of Shoshani and
McKenna (1998). Wyss et al. (1987) was cited
by Novacek (1992), who also cited McKenna
(1975). In the supertree data set of Liu et al.
(2001), all ve of these studies (McKenna,
1975; Wyss et al., 1987; Novacek, 1992,
Novacek, 1994; Shoshani and McKenna,
1998) were coded as independent characters
that grouped insectivorans. For each node
in the supertree that we investigated, such
duplications of supporting evidence were
present (also see Springer and DeJong, 2001).
Other recent supertrees of mammals
(Purvis, 1995a; Bininda-Emonds et al., 1999)
showed similar patterns. When different researchers had analyzed the same character
set for carnivorans, Bininda-Emonds et al.
(1999) “used each tree because differences
in the analyses might change the results between the studies” (p. 147). Thus, a data
set analyzed by a variety of authors in the
past was given a redundantly high weight in
their supertree analysis. Purvis (1995a) constrained his analysis of 203 primate species
by enforcing the monophyly of 24 traditional
higher level taxa and incorporated studies
into his supertree data that “were never intended to estimate phylogenetic relations,”
adding that “any information is better than
none [!]” (p. 406). Unnecessary repetitions
of character evidence negatively inuenced
both of these supertree data sets, and appeals
to authority further distorted the original
data. To this point, only four major supertree
analyses of mammals have been published
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(Purvis, 1995a; Bininda-Emonds et al., 1999;
Liu et al., 2001; Jones et al., 2002); each of
these studies included similar disappointing
inconsistencies.
CONCLUSION
Proponents of mammalian supertrees repeatedly have argued that these topologies
are useful summaries of past work and efcient guides to what systematic research
is needed (Purvis, 1995a; Bininda-Emonds
et al., 1999; Liu et al., 2001; Jones et al., 2002).
It would be difcult, however, to argue that a
supertree is a better depiction of past research
than a supermatrix. A supermatrix clearly reviews which characters have or have not been
scored for particular taxa. These primary
data are explicitly presented, no information
is duplicated, and any editing errors or sequence alignment discrepancies are easily accessible to the scrutiny of other researchers.
By comparison, recently published mammalian supertrees are imprecise summaries
of previous work. These topologies are not
necessarily good indicators of what relationships are supported by the current systematic
database and should not be used to guide
future phylogenetic research or to organize
comparative evolutionary studies.
Liu et al. (2001) suggested that “our supertrees advance the eld one step closer toward its ultimate goal of a phylogenetic synthesis for eutherian mammals at the level
of their individual datum and character”
(p. 1789). Based on an extensive supermatrix analysis of approximately 1 megabase of
molecular sequence data, transposons, and
morphological characters, we do not agree
with this statement. The supertree analysis
of Liu et al. has perpetuated phylogenetic
myths by duplicating character evidence,
resurrecting outdated analyses that in a modern context are decient, confusing appeals
to authority with actual evidence for competing phylogenetic hypotheses, and distorting the relative character support in different
data sets. The end result of such supertree
analyses is that the support for any particular node (e.g., Fig. 3) may have little or no
empirical basis.
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Until recently, it was believed that complex
phylogenies might be extremely difcult to
reconstruct due to the phenomenal rate of
increase in the number of possible phylogenies as the number of taxa increases. However, Hillis (1996) showed through simulation that, for at least one complex phylogeny

of angiosperms with 228 taxa, reconstruction
was far more accurate than expected, even
with relatively modest amounts of DNA sequence data. This led to a urry of papers on
the subject of taxon sampling and phylogenetic reconstruction, with focus quickly shifting from the question of whether complex

